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Summary
I am is a passionate developer with an interest in UX and software architecture. At the age of 12 I
created my first website and have since then acquired 6 years of experience in professional web and
native mobile application development. I have a broad knowledge in the latter field and can quickly
transition between both backend and frontend development, as well as iOS and Android.
I welcome responsibility and is well applicable for lead roles and assisting junior developers.
I have previous experiences from both startups and established companies, and is well accustomed to
rapid prototyping environments. I am positive and outgoing, and I enjoy learning about new
technologies and sharing my knowledge with colleagues.

Work experience
2015-09 -

Sogeti Sverige AB

Role:
Consultant
Client:
SAS (Scandinavian Airlines)
Technology: iOS, Android, Jenkins, HockeyApp, Google Analytics, Calabash

In the role of Consultant I have had the primary responsibility of the software architecture on the SAS
iOS applications. I also have the responsibility of bug reports and assisting the team in writing
technical specifications for new features to be implemented. I am also responsible for maintaining and
updating the Calabash UI testing framework for both the iOS and Android applications.

2014-04 - 2015-09

SBS Discovery Radio

Role:
Mobile Application Team Leader
Technology: iOS, Android, Jenkins, Xcode Bots, AMQP, HockeyApp, Google Analytics, Freestreamer,
libVLC

In the role of Mobile Application Team Leader I had the primary responsibility of the software
architecture on both the iOS and Android platforms. I also had the responsibility of bug reports and
assisting the team in writing technical specifications for new features to be implemented. Furthermore,
during the late fall of 2014 a new platform wide redesign process was initiated in which I was one of
the core members of.

2013-11 - 2014-04

SBS Discovery Radio

Role:
iOS Developer
Technology: iOS, AV Foundation Framework, Core Location Framework, OCMock, Xcode Bots,
Protobuf, JSON, XML, 3rd party ad suppliers, Facebook iOS SDK, Push notifications,
Cocoapods, Adswizz API, Widespace SDK

In the role of iOS developer I had the primary responsibility of maintaining the Radio Play iOS
application. This encompassed the handling of bug reports, the administration of feature
implementations and the utilisation of the system architecture for the iOS application. It also included
maintenance and technical contact with 3rd party ad providers to ensure that the application delivered
reliable ads in a timely manner. The Radio Play service is available in Denmark, Norway and Sweden.

2013-02 - 2013-10

The Social Network AB

Role:
iOS Developer
Technology: iOS, MediaPlayer Framework, Core Location Framework, XMPP/Jabber, Push notifications,
Publish-subscribe pattern, XMPP, Facebook iOS SDK

In the role of iOS developer I had the primary responsibility of handling the iOS
application. This included bug reports, feature implementations and the system architecture of
the iOS application. The iOS application had a Facebook like infinity wall that could display text,
images and video posts, as well as their corresponding likes and comments. The application also
had a XMPP real-time chat where users where able to communicate with each other.
The application also featured push notifications in order to inform users when another user had
visited their profile, started following them, commented on a post, liked a post or sent them a
text message.

2012-02 - 2013-02

The Social Network AB

Role:
Frontend Developer
Technology: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Backbone.js, handlebars.js, custom webfonts, geolocation API,
Google Maps API, XMPP, strophe.js

In the role of frontend developer I assisted with the visual outlook of the responsive web
frontend. I worked with the integration of the Google Maps API, implemented a
webfont to use for icons instead of images or sprites, and the optimisation of HTTP requests.
I sustained both the admin frontend and the end user single page application.

2012-02 - 2013-02

The Social Network AB

Role:
Backend Developer
Technology: Python, Apache Solr, ultrajson, ElasticSearch, ZeroMQ, Memcached, MySQL, MongoDB,
XMPP

In the role of backend developer I helped with the implementation of both the internal
admin API and the external backend API. I also assisted in the migration from Apache Solr over
to ElaticSearch as the default search engine. Other tasks included the integration of 3rd party API
datasets into the external API such as the Instagram API, the Twitter API, and the Spotify Web
API.

2011

Bring Parcels

Role:
Technical Support, Systems administrator
Technology: Microsoft Active Directory, Ubuntu Linux, Media Wiki, Windows Powershell, Visual Basic for
Applications, SQL, Microsoft Excel

In the role of Technical Support I worked as second line support and assisted the Helpdesk crew with
various problems that employees in the oﬃce could have. I installed and sent computers to the Bring
group and also implemented an IT-wiki as an online resource to help our Helpdesk crew.
Furthermore I was also responsible for the operation of servers and mission critical applications.

2009 - 2010

4D Sweden AB

Role:
Technical Support, Systems administrator
Technology: Mac OS X, Debian Linux, 4th Dimension, Bash, SQL, PHP, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript,
Drupal, Microsoft Excel

In the role of Technical support I was responsible for technical support in Sweden and Denmark. I
implemented and administered the Swedish website in Drupal, and translated the 4D RDBMS into the
Swedish language in XML. Additionally I was also responsible for the operation and maintenance of
the internal IT environment at the oﬃce.

Education
2011 - 2012 Application Developer with RIA
2010 - 2011 Web Developer with RIA
2005 - 2008 Social Sciences Programme

C3L, qualified vocational training
C3L, qualified vocational training
Kungsholmens gymnasium

Courses
2010
2009

4D v12 Advanced training
4D v11 SQL training

Languages
Swedish
English
Spanish
German

Native
Native
Limited understanding of written and spoken
Limited understanding of written and spoken

References
I leave during a personal meeting or upon request.

Paris, France
Paris, France

